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Subject's general information
Subject name

TEXT EDITING / EDITION

Code

101015

Semester

1st Q(SEMESTER) CONTINUED EVALUATION

Typology

Course number of
credits (ECTS)
Type of activity, credits,
and groups

Degree

Course Character

Modality

Bachelor's Degree in Hispanic Philology

4

OPTIONAL

Attendancebased

Double degree: Bachelor's degree in Applied Languages and Translation and Bachelor's
degree in Hyspanic Filology

3

OPTIONAL

Attendancebased

6

Activity type

PRAULA

TEORIA

Number of credits

3

3

Number of groups

1

1

Coordination

ACEBRON RUIZ, JULIAN

Department

CLASSICAL, FRENCH AND HISPANIC STUDIES

Teaching load
distribution between
lectures and
independent student
work

Hybrid or mixed teaching:
1. HP: 22,5h
2. HNP: 127.5h distributed as follows:
- HNPs: Online classes and/or sessions with the professor’s guidance: videoconferences for master classes, discussions, seminars, tutoring... Synchronous
online classes and/or sessions will be held within the scheduled time for the class (22.5h)
- HNPa: Student’s individual work, without the professor’s guidance: reading of the required texts and/or instructional materials prepared by the professor,
individual study and the completion of activities assigned by the professor. (105h)

Important information
on data processing

Consult this link for more information.

Language

Spanish

Distribution of credits

Theory 50%
Practise 50%

2021-22
Teaching staff

E-mail addresses

ACEBRON RUIZ, JULIAN

julian.acebron@udl.cat

Credits taught by
teacher

Office and hour of attention
Thursday-Friday 9:00-10:00

6
Room 376

Learning objectives
The student must have acquired a solid knowledge of the characteristics of the different modalities of literary creation in the Spanish language, as well as the approaches to its main
themes through its formal and historical-cultural analysis. You must know and be able to analyze the literary currents and the main works of Spanish and Latin American literature. You
must also know the textual editing process from a philological point of view.
The course aims to provide an overview of publishing processes taking into account the peculiarities and demands of the publishing industry and especially considering the role of
philology, especially in the field of literary publishing. With this aim, the program of the subject combines theoretical sessions with practices and individual and group activities, inside and
outside the classroom, oriented to the realization of a final practical work in which will carry out the edition of a literary text.

Competences
Cross-cutting competences:
CT1 Acquire adequate oral and written comprehension and expression of Catalan and Spanish.
CT3 Acquire training in the use of new technologies and information and communication technologies.
CT4 Acquire basic knowledge of entrepreneurship and professional environments.
Basic skills:
CB2 Know how to apply the knowledge acquired to their job or vocation in a professional way and possess the competences that are usually demonstrated through the elaboration and
defense of arguments and the resolution of problems within their area of study.
CB4 Being able to transmit information, ideas, problems and solutions to an audience (both specialized and non-specialized).
General competences:
CG3 Demonstrate creativity and initiative.
CG4 Adequately plan individual and team work and manage time.
Specific competences:
CE21 Have knowledge and practical command of rhetoric, stylistics and other resources associated with the process of literary creation and the optimization of the objectives of oral and
written communication in the Spanish language.
CE22 Know how to analyze, evaluate and correct, grammatically and stylistically, oral and written texts in the Spanish language.

Subject contents
1. Presentation of the subject. Objectives, content, methodology and evaluation. Propedeutic budgets. Directed activity: consultation of bibliographic funds and choice of a text to edit it.
(1st week)
2. Bibliology. The development of artifacts for reading (books). Directed activity: critical reading and preliminary evaluation of the text to be edited. (2nd week)
3. History of supports for writing, printing, books and publishing. Group activity: letterpress printing workshop. (3rd week)
4. The binding. Parts of the book. The rights (or credits) page. Group activity: analytical manipulation of books. (4th week)
5. Fundamental concepts, specialized terminology in the field of books and the publishing industry. Group activity: visit a printing press. (5th week)
6. What does editing consist of? From the author to the reader. Copyists, printers and booksellers. The role of philology (editor vs. publisher). Directed activity: preparatory research work
for the edition of the text (authorship, themes, sources, context, reading public). (6th week)
7. The publishing business: past, present and future. Editorial success and failure. The publishing industry: publishers, publishing labels, editions and collections; book business
management and publishing chain. Group activity: visit to a publishing house. (7th week)
8. Scientific editology. Layout, composition and layout. Typography. Directed activity: layout exercises. (8th week)
9. Spell checking, spelling correction, and style correction. Principles of spelling. Directed activity: correction practices. (9th week)
10. Typology of the edition. Facsimile edition; palaeographic edition; semi-pan edition. Directed activity: facsimile, paleographic and semi-paleographic edition of the text to be edited.
(10th week)
11. Modernized edition; annotated or commented edition; editio variorum; synoptic editing; hyperedition. Directed activity: annotated edition of the text to be edited. (11th week)
12. Modernized version and other editorial categories. Directed activity: proposal of potential editions. (12th week)
13. Textual criticism (ecdotic). The transmission of texts. Type of error. Directed activity: definitive edition proposal. (13th week)
14. The philological or critical edition. I. Compilation phase: compilation, census, description, denomination and collation of the testimonies. II. Critical phase (1: analysis): examination
and filiation of the testimonies. Directed activity: draft of the edition. (14th week)
15. The philological or critical edition. III. Critical phase (2: synthesis): constitution of the text and the devices. IV. Ecdotic phase: arrangement of text and devices. Directed activity: first
printed tests of the edition. (15th week)
16. Delivery of a printed and bound copy of the edited work.

Development plan
1. Presentation of the subject. Objectives, content, methodology and evaluation. Propedeutic budgets. Directed activity: consultation of bibliographic funds and choice of a text to edit it.
(1st week)
2. Bibliology. The development of artifacts for reading (books). Directed activity: critical reading and preliminary evaluation of the text to be edited. (2nd week)
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3. History of supports for writing, printing, books and publishing. Group activity: letterpress printing workshop. (3rd week)
4. The binding. Parts of the book. The rights (or credits) page. Group activity: analytical manipulation of books. (4th week)
5. Fundamental concepts, specialized terminology in the field of books and the publishing industry. Group activity: visit a printing press. (5th week)
6. What does editing consist of? From the author to the reader. Copyists, printers and booksellers. The role of philology (editor vs. publisher). Directed activity: preparatory research work
for the edition of the text (authorship, themes, sources, context, reading public). (6th week)
7. The publishing business: past, present and future. Editorial success and failure. The publishing industry: publishers, publishing labels, editions and collections; book business
management and publishing chain. Group activity: visit to a publishing house. (7th week)
8. Scientific editology. Layout, composition and layout. Typography. Directed activity: layout exercises. (8th week)
9. Spell checking, spelling correction, and style correction. Principles of spelling. Directed activity: correction practices. (9th week)
10. Typology of the edition. Facsimile edition; palaeographic edition; semi-pan edition. Directed activity: facsimile, paleographic and semi-paleographic edition of the text to be edited.
(10th week)
11. Modernized edition; annotated or commented edition; editio variorum; synoptic editing; hyperedition. Directed activity: annotated edition of the text to be edited. (11th week)
12. Modernized version and other editorial categories. Directed activity: proposal of potential editions. (12th week)
13. Textual criticism (ecdotic). The transmission of texts. Type of error. Directed activity: definitive edition proposal. (13th week)
14. The philological or critical edition. I. Compilation phase: compilation, census, description, denomination and collation of the testimonies. II. Critical phase (1: analysis): examination
and filiation of the testimonies. Directed activity: draft of the edition. (14th week)
15. The philological or critical edition. III. Critical phase (2: synthesis): constitution of the text and the devices. IV. Ecdotic phase: arrangement of text and devices. Directed activity: first
printed tests of the edition. (15th week)
16. Delivery of a printed and bound copy of the edited work.

Evaluation
EVALUATION SYSTEM
EVALUATION MECHANISMS

CODIFICATION / DESCRIPTION-CRITERIA / TYPOLOGY TPD

Assistance and participation
(As)

Assistance and active participation and with previous preparation having performed
the prescribed readings.

Evaluation Workshop (TA)
(Exam)

Continuous assessment through individual written exercises.

Report (In) / Jobs (T)

Text comments, oral presentations, debates, reviews.

Others (A)

Tutorials, assistance to recommended conferences, etc..

OBSERVATIONS

O*

You must obtain a minimum grade
of 5/10 to make an average with
the other assessment activities

Activity

Individual exercises on a weekly
basis

TOTAL

Students who combine their degree with a full time job have the right to ask for alternative assessment within 5 days after the beginning of the semester. For information, please send an
e-mail to academic@lletres.udl.cat or ask for information at the Faculty’s secretary (Secretaria de la Facultat de Lletres).
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